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In this paper we will prove the logarithmic Sobolev inequality on free loop
groups for various heat kernel measures which P. Malliavin (1989, 1991, in ‘‘Diffu-
sion Process and Related Problems in Analysis (M. A. Pinsley, Ed.), Vol. I,
Birkha user, Basel) constructed. Those measures are associated with the Sobolev
spaces of order s (s>12) of the free loops in the Lie algebra. We will equipp the
free loop groups with those metrics and will show that a formula of Weitzenbo ck
type holds, which enables us to apply the method of Driver and Lohrenz (1996,
J. Funct. Anal. 146, 381448).  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we will discuss the logarithmic Sobolev inequality on free
loop groups for heat kernel measures associated with the general Sobolev
spaces Hs of order s (s>12) as their reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces.
We will prove the logarithmic Sobolev inequality by applying Driver and
Lohrenz’ method for the usual reproducing kernel Hilbert space on pinned
loop groups in [7] to our setting.
Let G be a compact Lie group (we will assume compactness for sim-
plicity. In [7] or [2], G is assumed to be a Lie group of compact-type,
that is, G is a direct product of a compact Lie group and Rn) and g be the
Lie algebra of G equipped with an AdG -invariant inner product. Let L(G)
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and L(g) be the space of continuous loops on G and g, respectively. The
Sobolev space Hs=Hs(g) of order s (s>12) is a subspace of L(g) with
its norm
&X&2Hs= :
k # Z
(1+k2)s |X (k)| 2,
where X (k) is the k-th Fourier coefficient.
Malliavin [10] constructed heat kernel measures on L(G) associated
with Hs by means of considering SDEs driven by an L(g)-valued Brownian
motion associated to Hs (see Section 4). Similarly heat kernel measures on
the pinned loop groups can be constructed.
On the other hand, Driver and Lohrenz [7] proved the logarithmic
Sobolev inequality for heat kernel measures in the following setting. They
showed the heat kernel measures &T=&T (g0 ; dg) on the pinned loop
groups which is equipped with the ‘‘H 01 -Riemannian metric’’ are con-
structed in the same way as in Malliavin [10]. Here g0 is the starting point
of the SDEs above and
H 01=[h : [0, 1]  g | h is continuous, h(0)=h(1)=0 and h4 # L
2]
is the usual CameronMartin space imbedded in the pinned loop groups.
They showed the following logarithmic Sobolev inequality (see Theorem
5.6. of [7]); for every cylinder function f,
| f 2 log f 2 d&T&| f 2 d&T log | f 2 d&T
2(eCT&1)
C | &{f &
2
H1
0 d&T ,
where &C is the lower bound of Ricci tensor on L(G).
There are some other articles concerning about this problem. Driver
[4, 5] showed the closability of the bilinear form on the right hand side
of the logarithmic Sobolev inequality above. Carson [2, 3] generalized the
above result of Driver and Lohrenz [7] to the logarithmic Sobolev
inequality on the free loop group equipped with the ‘‘H1 -
Riemannian metric’’. His method is slightly different from that of Driver
and Lohrenz. He also computed the exact value of the Ricci tensor for this
case. Fang [8] computed the Ricci tensor on L(G) when L(G) is
endowed with Hilbert spaces which are variations of H1 as its Riemannian
structure.
Our main result in this paper (Theorem 6.5) is the following logarithmic
inequality on free loop groups equipped with the ‘‘Hs -Riemannian metric’’
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for the heat kernel measures on L(G) associated with Hs which is con-
structed by Malliavin; for every cylinder function f,
|
L(G)
f 2 log f 2 d&T&|
L(G)
f 2 d&T log |
L(G)
f 2 d&T

2(eCT&1)
C |L(G) &{f &
2
H s
d&T .
Here &T=& (s)T (g0 ; dg) is the heat kernel measure constructed by Malliavin
[10] and &C=&Cs is the lower bound of Ricci tensor of ‘‘Hs -Rieman-
nian geomery’’ on L(G). When s=1 our result is essentially the same as
that of Carson [2, 3] (strictly speaking, the norm of H1 in this paper and
in [2, 3] are different but equivalent).
Our method is basically the same as that of Driver and Lohrenz [7].
Most of the Propositions in [7], with suitable modifications, will be
proved true in our case. One of the merits of their approach is that the
BochnerWeitzenbo ck formula is obtained. In our case the commutation
formulae of BochnerWeitzenbo ck type ([q, {] f =Ric {f ) holds, too
(Theorem 3.15). We will not prove the propositions and the lemmas which
we can show by the general theory of Hilbert spaces and algebraic or
geometric computations, because we can prove it exactly in the same way
as in Driver and Lohrenz [7].
In Section 2 (i) we will define an operator D=D(s): Hs  H s* Hs
(which is the restriction of the Riemannian covariant derivative { on
L(G)) and show that it is bounded from Hs to H s* Hs . (ii) will define
the Ricci tensor and show that it is lower-bounded. In (iii) Thanks to (i)
and the product rules, we will obtain the extension of D as an operator
between the tensor spaces.
In Section 3 (i) we will define the Riemannian covariant derivative
{={(s) on L(G) associated with Hs-metric. (ii) will show the well-
definedness of the Laplacian qs . (iii) will show the modification of the
BochnerWeitzenbo ck formula, which we have stated above, and show
that 12 is lower-bounded by &C=&Cs (the lower bound of the Ricci
tensor).
In Section 4 we will review the heat kernel measures. In Section 5 we will
show in a similar way to Driver [4] that the bilinear form E( f, f )=
 &{f &2Hs d&T is closable.
In Section 6 we will prove the logarithmic Sobolev inequality by reduc-
ing the problem to the ones for finite dimensional manifolds. We will show
that the logarithmic Sobolev constants for those finite dimensional
approximations are wriiten in terms of C=Cs and do not depend on the
partitions we may choose.
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2. GEOMETRY OF FREE LOOP ALGEBRAS
In this section we will define an operator D(s)=D: Hs  H s* Hs which
plays an important role in this paper. Then we will use D to construct ten-
sor geometry on the loop algebra. The most important tensor is the
‘‘Ricci’’ tensor on the loop algebra. We will show that the ‘‘Ricci’’ tensor is
bounded from below and this fact plays the crucial role in this paper.
First we will define notations. Let G be a compact Lie group of dimen-
sion d and g be its Lie algebra which is equipped with a AdG-invariant
inner product ( } , } ) . Note that this implies ([x, y], z)=&( y, [x, z])
for any x, y, z # g. Because we would like to compute the complex Fourier
series we need to complexify g. For a real finite dimensional vector space
V with its metric ( } , } ) , we set V C=VC, that is, V C=[v1+
- &1 v2 | v1 , v2 # V]. Any element of End(V) is naturally extended to an
element of End(V C) by using R-linear property. As usual, conjugation on
V C is defined by v1+- &1 v2 =v1&- &1 v2 . The inner product is
extended to a sesqui-linear form on V C_V C so that
(v1+- &1 v2 , v1+- &1 v2)gC=(v1+- &1 v2 , v1+- &1 v2 )g
=|v1 | 2+|v2 |2.
Other biliear forms, such as the Killing form, are extended similarly.
Now we define path spaces and loop spaces. Let
W(g)=[w : [0, )  g | w is continuous]
be the path space on g. W(G) and W(R) are defined similarly. Let
L(g)=[w : [0, 1]  g | w is continuous and w(0)=w(1)]
=[w : S1  g | w is continuous]
be the free loop space on g. L(G) and L(R) are defined similarly. Now we
define a real Hilbert space which will be considered as the tangent space of
L(G). For s>12, set
Hs (g)=Hs={X # L2(S 1  g) } &X&2Hs= :k # Z (1+k
2)s |X (k)| 2gC<=,
where
X (k)=|
1
0
X({) e&2? - &1 k{d{
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is the k-th Fourier coefficient. Note that X (k)=X (&k). Similarly Hs(R) is
defined. It is well-known that Hs=Hs (g) (resp. Hs(R)) is continuously and
densely inbedded in L(g) (resp. L(R)).
Before we give the definition of D, we will observe roughly why we define
D as in Definition 2.2 below. In fact our aim in this section and in the
next is to define the ‘‘Riemannian’’ connection { on the loop space L(G),
which is endowed with the left invariant metric determined by Hs . Here
‘‘Riemannian’’ means that { is torsion free and metric compatible. In the
case of finite dimensional manifolds, the Riemannian connection is also
charicterized by the following;
2({X Y, Z)=X(Y, Z)+Y(X, Z)&Z(X, Y)
+([X, Y], Z)+([Z, X], Y)&([Y, Z], X) (2.1)
for any vector fields X, Y, Z. It is natural to consider the analogy of (2.1)
for L(G). Suppose that there exists the left-invariant ‘‘Riemannian’’ con-
nection on L(G) and satisfies (2.1). Then taking left-invariant vector fields
X, Y, Z on L(G) (in other words, X, Y, Z # Hs), we have the following;
DXY= 12 (adX Y&ad*X Y&ad*Y X). (2.2)
(We write DX Y instead of {XY when X, Y # Hs .) See Freed [9] for a more
detailed illustration.
By the above consideration we can see that in order to construct the left-
invariant ‘‘Riemannian’’ connection on L(G), we must assume (2.2). Then
for general vector fields X and Y=mj=1 h j (g) Yj , where Yj # Hs and f i are
smooth functions on L(G), we will define (in the next section) as
({XY)(g)=X Y+DX(g)Y(g)
= :
m
j=1 {
d
dt} t=0 fj (g exp(tX(g))) Yj+ fj (g) DX(g)Yj=
See Freed [9], Driver and Lohrenz [7], and the next section of this paper
for the precise definition and arguments.
Now we will compute DXY in (2.2) when X is a finite Fourier series.
First we will show the boundedness of adX : Hs  Hs .
Lemma 2.1. Let
X= :
p; finite
X ( p) e2? - &1 p{
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be a finite Fourier series and
Y=:
q
Y (q) e2? - &1 q{ # Hs .
Then adX Y # Hs and there exists a positive constant MX depending on X
such that
&adX Y&HsMX &Y&Hs . (2.3)
Proof. First note that adXY is real valued. We will show (2.3). We may
assume that there exists p0 such that X ( p)=0 if p{ p0 . Then
&adXY&2Hs=:
l
(1+l2)s { :p+q=l [X ( p), Y (q)]]
2
=:
l
(1+l2)s |X ( p0)|2 |Y (l& p0)|2
|X ( p0)| 2 sup
l # Z \
1+l2
1+(l& p0)2+
s
:
l
|Y (l& p0)|2 (1+(l& p0)2)s
=MX &Y&2Hs .
This completes the proof. K
Hence adX is a bounded operator on Hs and so is ad*X . When X is a
finite Fourier series ad*XY can be written explicitely as follows (see Freed
[9]);
ad*XY=&(1+q)&s b adX b (1+q)s Y
=&:
l { :p+q=l [X ( p), Y (q)] \
1+q2
1+( p+q)2+
s
= e2?- &1 l{. (2.4)
Here
(1+q)\s \:q Z (q) e
2? - &1 qt+=:q (1+q
2)\s Z (q) e2? - &1 q{,
respectively. When Y is also a finite Fourier series we can write DXY by
(2.1) and (2.4) as follows;
DX Y=:
l { :p+q=l [X ( p), Y (q)] Tp, q= e
2? - &1 l{,
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where
Tp, q=
1
2 \1+
&(1+ p2)s+(1+q2)s
(1+( p+q)2)s + (2.5)
The observation above indicates us that it is natural to start our argument
with the following definition.
Definition 2.2. Let X, Y # Hs . Then we set D=D (s) by
DX Y= :
l # Z { :p+q=l [X ( p), Y (q)] Tp, q= e
2? - &1 l{, (2.6)
where Tp, q is given by (2.5).
Proposition 2.3. The definition of D in Definition 2.2 is well-defined as
an operator from Hs_Hs to Hs . Moreover, for each Y # Hs , DY : Hs  Hs
is a HilbertSchmidt operator and there exists a positve constant c=cs such
that
&DY&H*s Hsc &Y&Hs . (2.7)
Before we prove Proposition 2.3, we will prepare a useful lemma. We set
Gs ({, _)= :
k # Z
e2? - &1 k{e2? - &1 (&k) _
(1+k2)s
.
Note that Gs ({, _)=Gs(_, {) and Gs({, _) is real-valued.
Lemma 2.4. Let Gs ({, _), {, _ # [0, 1], be as above and hs(R) and hs be
any fixed orthonormal basis of Hs (R) and Hs , repectively. Then
:
a # hs(R)
|a({) a(_)| :
k # Z
(1+k2)&s, (2.8)
:
X # hs
|X({)|g |X(_)|gdim g :
k # Z
(1+k2)&s, (2.9)
:
a # hs(R)
a({) a(_)=Gs ({, _), (2.10)
:
X # hs
X({)X(_)=Gs({, _) :
A: ONB of g
AA (2.11)
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and
:
a # hs(R)
a^( p) a^(q)=$p, q(1+ p2)&s, (2.12)
:
X # hs
X ( p)X (q)=$p, q (1+ p2)&s :
A: ONB of g
AA, (2.13)
:
X # hs
(X ( p), X (q)) gC=$p, q dim g(1+ p2)&s, (2.14)
where $p, q is the Kronecker delta.
Proof. Note that Gs(t, u) is the reproducing kernel for Hs(R) i.e.,
(Gs( } , _), f )Hs(R) = f (_). Indeed, since f is real-valued,
(Gs( } , _), f )Hs(R) =:
k
e2? - &1 (&k) _ f (k)
=:
k
e2? - &1 k_ f (k)
=f (_).
Because we can prove (2.8), (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) in the same way as in
Driver and Lohrenz [7], we omit the proof. Now we prove (2.12).
:
a # hs(R)
a^( p) a^(q)= :
a # hs(R)
|
1
0
a({) e2? - &1 (&p) { d{ |
1
0
a(_) e2? - &1 q_d_
=|
1
0
|
1
0
Gs ({, _) e2? - &1 (&p{+q_) d{ d_.
Hence the left hand side of (2.12) is absolutely convergent by (2.8) and
does not depend on the choice of the orthonormal basis. Calculating (2.12)
for special basis h=[1, - 2 cos 2?k{, - 2 sin 2?k{]k=1, 2, ... , we can prove
(2.12). (2.13) and (2.14) can be proved similarly K
Lemma 2.5. There exists a positive constant c=cs which is independent
of q # Z such that
:
l # Z
(1+l2)s T 2l&q, q
(1+q2)s (1+(l&q)2)s
=4 :
l # Z
[(1+l2)s+(1+q2)s&(1+(l&q)2)s]2
(1+l2)s (1+q2)s (1+(l&q)2)s
c.
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Proof. First we consider the case s1. Note that there exist positive
constants c1 and c2 such that
(1+l2)s&|l |2sc1 (1+|l |2(s&1)) (2.15)
| |l&q|2s&|l |2s&|q|2s|c2 ( |l | 2s&1 |q|+|l | |q|2s&1). (2.16)
We can prove (2.15) easily by the mean value theorem. Now we prove
(2.16). Without loss of generality we may assume |ql |1. Set
c2= sup
&1x1 }
|1&x|2s&1+|x| 2s
x } . (2.17)
Then we see that c2 is finite since 2s>1 and
} }1&ql }
2s
&1+ }ql }
2s
}c2 }ql } .
By multiplying the both sides by |l |2s we have (2.16). (2.15) and (2.16)
imply that
[(1+l2)s+(1+q2)s&(1+(l&q)2)s]2
c3(1+|l |4s&4+|q|4s&4+|l&q|4s&4+|l |4s&2 |q| 2+|l | 2 |q| 4s&2)
c4(1+|l |4s&2 |q|2+|l |2 |q|4s&2), (2.18)
Then we have
:
l
|l |4s&2 |q|2
(1+l2)s (1+q2)s (1+(l&q)2)s
:
l
|l |2(s&1)
(1+q2)s&1 (1+(l&q)2)s&1
}
1
(1+(l&q)2)
c5 :
l
1
(1+(l&q)2)
c6 , (2.19)
where we used s>1 for the second inequality. Similarly,
:
l
|l |2 |q|4s&2
(1+l2)s (1+q2)s (1+(l&q)2)s
:
l
|q| 2(s&1)
(1+q2)s&1 (1+(l&q)2)s&1
}
1
(1+(l&q)2)
c5 :
l
1
(1+(l&q)2)
c6 . (2.20)
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Hence we proved the Lemma for s1.
Next we assume 12<s<1. In this case we have
(1+l2)s&|l |2s1 (2.21)
| |l&q|2s&|l |2s&|q|2s|c2 |l | s |q| s (2.22)
(2.21) is easy because (2.15) is also valid for s # (12, 1). To prove (2.22),
we take c2 as in (2.17). Then noting that |ql ||ql | s, if |ql |1, we have
} }1&ql }
2s
&1+ } ql }
2s
}c2 } ql }c2 }
q
l }
s
.
By multiplying the both sides by |l |2s we have (2.22). By (2.21) and (2.22),
we have
[(1+l2)s+(1+q2)s&(1+(l&q)2)s]2c7 (1+|l | 2s |q|2s) (2.23)
for some constant c7>0. Then we have
:
l
|l |2s |q| 2s
(1+l2)s (1+q2)s (1+(l&q)2)s
:
l
1
(1+(l&q)2)s
c8 . (2.24)
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.5. K
Proof of Proposition 2.3. DX Y is clearly real-valued. In the following
ci (i=1, 2, ...) are positive constants.
&DX Y&2Hs
=:
l
(1+l2)s }:q [X (l&q), Y (q)] Tl&q, q }
2
c1 :
l
(1+l2)s :
q
|X (l&q)|2 [1+(l&q)2)]s
_:
q
|Y (q)|2 [1+(l&q)2)]&s T 2l&q, q
c1 &X&2Hs :
q
|Y (q)|2 (1+q2)s :
l
(1+l2)s T 2l&q, q
(1+q2)s (1+(l&q)2)s
c2 &X&2Hs &Y&
2
Hs
.
Here we used Lemma 2.5. This proves the well-definedness. Before proving
(2.7) we will check some kind of absolute convergence. Fix an element
l # Z. Then there exists a constant Cl such that
:
X # hs
\:q |X (l&q)| |Y (q)| |Tl&q, q |+
2
Cl . (2.25)
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We show (2.25). Assume s>1. Then the left hand side of (2.25) is
dominated by
:
X # hs
\:q |X (l&q)|
2 (1+(l&q)2)s&1+ \:q |Y (q)|
2
T 2l&q, q
(1+(l&q)2)s&1+
=:
q
:
X # hs
|X (l&q)|2 (1+(l&q)2)s&1
_\:q |Y (q)|
2 (1+q2)s
T 2l&q, q
(1+(l&q)2)s&1 (1+q2)s+
:
q
(1+(l&q)2)&1 Cl :
q
|Y (q)|2 (1+q2)s
C$l &Y&2Hs .
Here we used (2.14) in Lemma 2.4 and the fact that, for each fixed l, the
order of T 2l&q, q is |q|
4s&2 as |q|   (see the proof of Lemma 2.5). Next
assume 12<s<1. The left hand side of (2.25) is similarly dominated by
:
X # hs
\:q |X (l&q)|
2+ \:q |Y (q)|
2 (1+q2)s
T 2l&q, q
(1+q2)s+
:
q
(1+q2)&s Cl :
q
|Y (q)|2 (1+q2)s
C$l &Y&2Hs .
Here we used (2.14) in Lemma 2.4 and the fact that, for each fixed l, the
order of T 2l&q, q is |q|
2s as |q|   (see the proof of Lemma 2.5).
Now we will prove (2.7). Take Y # Hs arbitrarily. Then by (2.25) above
we may compute as follows;
&DY&2H s* Hs= :
X # hs
&DX Y&2Hs
=:
l
(1+l2)s :
X # hs
}:q Tl&q, q [X (l&q), Y (q)]}
2
gC
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=:
l
(1+l2)s :
q, q$
Tl&q, qTl&q$, q$
_ :
X # hs
([X (l&q), Y (q)], [X (l&q$), Y (q$)]) gC
=:
l
(1+l2)s :
q
T 2l&q, q
(1+(l&q)2)s
K(Y (q), Y (q))
c3 :
q
|Y (q)| 2 (1+q2)s :
l
(1+l2)s T 2l&q, q
(1+q2)s (1+(l&q)2)s
c4 &Y&2Hs ,
where we used (2.13) of Lemma 2.4 for the fourth equality and Lemma 2.5
again for the inequality. &K(B, C) is the natural extension to a form on
gC of the Killing form on g, which is explicitly written as
K(B, C) =&tr(adB abC)= :
A # g0
([A, B], [A, C]) gC , B, C # gC,
where g0 is any orthonormal basis of g. K
We will show that D has the Riemannian property as follow.
Proposition 2.6. Let X, Y, Z # Hs . Then D is torsion free i.e.,
DXY&DYX=[X, Y], (2.26)
in particular &[X, Y]&Hsc &X&Hs &Y&Hs for some constant c=cs>0 and
(2.3) is valid for all X, Y # Hs . D is metric compatible i.e.,
(DX Y, Z)Hs+(Y, DX Z)Hs=0. (2.27)
Proof. (2.26) is easy because Tp, q+Tq, p=1. We will show (2.27). By
(2.2)
2(DXY, Z)=(adX Y&ad*X Y&ad*Y X, Z)
=(Y, ad*X Z&adX Z)&(X, adY Z)
=(Y, ad*X Z&adX Z)+(X, adZ Y)
= &2(Y, DX Z),
which completes the proof. K
Now we will define the ‘‘good’’ basis.
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Definition 2.7. Let [hj]( j=0, \1, \2, ...) be an orthonormal basis of
Hs(R). Set j0=0 and
jn=inf [n> jn&1 | hj ( jn&1<| j |n) is written
by a linear combination of e2? - &1 j{( jn&1<| j |n)].
If jn< for every n=0, 1, 2, ..., the basis [hj] is called a ‘‘good’’ basis.
Note that this definition may depend on how we index hj ’s. An orthonor-
mal basis hs of Hs is called a good basis if there exist a good orthonormal
basis [hj] j # Z of Hs(R) and an orthonormal basis A i (1idim g) of g
such that
hs=[Z j, i=h j } Ai | j # Z, 1idim g].
Moreover we define a new sum by
:
Z # hs : good
(a term including Z)= lim
n  
:
| j |  jn
:
dim g
i=1
(a term including Zj, i).
It is easy to see that a good basis exists If we take jn=n and h0=1,
hj=- 2 (1+ j2)&s2 cos(2?j{)
for j>0 and
hj=- 2 (1+ j2)&s2 sin(2?j{)
for j<0.
Remark 2.8. This definition of the good basis does not seem very good.
However, the author is not able to prove the convergence of the Ricci ten-
sor and of double sums in several lemmas in the next section for a basis of
the form
[h } A | [h] and [A] are a basis of Hs (R) and a basis of g].
So we restrict the definition of the good basis. In fact, the logaithmic
Sobolev inequality on the free loop group can be proved if there exists one
basis which makes the series in those lemmas converge simulatanuously.
The reason why we defined as above is certain kind of double sums of p
and q in those lemmas are easily calculated because
:
| j | jN
h j ( p) h j (q)=$p, q $ | p|  jN(1+ p
2)&s
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and
:
| j | jN
:
dim g
i=1
Z j, i ( p) Z j, i (q)=$p, q $ | p|  jN(1+ p
2)&s :
dim g
i=1
Ai A i
for a good basis.
Set
R(X, Y) Z=DXDYZ&DYDXZ&D[X, Y]Z # Hs
for X, Y, Z # Hs . R is called the curvature. We also set
Ric(X, W)= :
Z # hs : good
(R(X, Z) Z, W)Hs (2.28)
for X, W, # Hs . Ric is called the Ricci curvature. In the following we will
show that the definition of Ric is well-defined.
The following is the most important proposition in this section.
Proposition 2.9. Ric(X, W) is well-defined for all X, W # Hs i.e., the
right hand side of (2.28) is convergent and independent of the choice of a
good orthonormal basis. Moreover, there exist a constant C=Cs # R such
that
Ric(X, X) &C &X&2Hs
for all X # Hs .
Proof. By straightforward computation we have
D[X, Z] Z=:
l \ :n+r=l _ :p+q=n [X ( p), Z (q)], Z (r)& Tn, r+ e
2? - &1 l{
=:
l \ :p+q+r=l [[X ( p), Z (q)], Z (r)] Tp+q, r+ e
2? - &1 l{ (2.29)
and
DZ DX Z=:
l \ :m+q=l [Z (q), :p+r=m [X ( p), Z (r)] Tp, r] Tq, m + e
2? - &1 l{
=&:
l \ :p+q+r=l [[X ( p), Z (q)], Z (r)] Tp, rTq, p+r+ e
2? - &1 l{.
(2.30)
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Here we used the Jacobi identity for Lie brackets and the definition of the
good basis. By (2.29) and (2.30), we will compute Ric(X, W) as follows:
Ric(X, W)
= :
Z # hs : good
(&DZDXZ&D[X, Z] Z, W)Hs
= :
Z # hs : good
:
l
(1+l2)s
_:
q, r
(T l&r, r&Tl&q&r, rTq, l&q)
_([X (l&q&r), Z (q)], [W (l ), Z (&r)]) gC
= lim
n  
:
l
(1+l2)s :
|q| jn
(Tl+q, &q&Tl, &qTq, l&q) K(X (l ), W (l ))
_(1+q2)&s
=:
l
(1+l2)s :
q
(Tl+q, &q&Tl, &q Tq, l&q) K(X (l ), W (l ))(1+q2)&s.
(2.31)
Taking the absolute value of both sides of (2.31) we have
|Ric(X, W)|c1 :
l
(1+l2)s |X (l )| |W (l )| :
q
|Tl+q, &q&Tl, &qTq, l&q |
(1+q2)s
c2 :
l
(1+l2)s |X (l )| |W (l )|
c2 &X&Hs &W&Hs ,
where we used Lemma 2.10 below and c1 and c2 are positive constants. K
Lemma 2.10. There exists a positive constant c=cs which is independent
of l # Z, such that
:
q # Z
|Tl+q, &q&T l, &qTq, l&q |
(1+q2)s
c. (2.32)
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Proof. To prove the lemma, it is sufficient to show
|Tl+q, &q&T l, &qTq, l&q | (1+l2)s (1+(l&q)2)s
{c1 (1+|l |
4s&2 | p| 2+|l |2 | p|4s&2)
c1 (1+|l | 2s | p|2s)
(if s1)
(if 12<s<1)
(2.33)
for some constant c1>0. Indeed, if we have (2.33) we can estimate as
(2.19) and (2.24) in the proof of Lemma 2.5. Note that 4 times the left hand
side of (2.33) equals to
|2(1+(l&q)2)s [(1+l2)s&(1+(l+q)2)s+(1+q2)s]
&(1+(l&q)2)2s+[(1+q2)s&(1+l2)s]2|.
Since we have (2.15) and (2.21) in the proof of Lemma 2.5, we can easily
see that it is sufficient to show
|2 |l&q| 2s [ |l | 2s&|l+q|2s+|q| 2s]&|l&q|4s+(|q|2s&|l |2s)2|
{c2 ( |l |
4s&2 | p|2+|l |2 | p| 4s&2)
c2 ( |l |2s | p| 2s)
(if s1)
(if 12<s<1)
(2.34)
for some constant c2>0. Set
Fs (x)=2 |1&x|2s [1&|1+x|2s+|x| 2s]&|1&x|4s+(|x| 2s&1)2,
for x # [&1, 1]. Then, for s1, Fs(x) behaves near x=0 as follows:
Fs(x)=2(1&2sx+O(x2))(&2sx+O(x2))
&(1&4sx+O(x2))+1+O(x2)
=O(x2). (2.35)
Hence, if we set
c2= sup
&1x1
|Fs (x)|
x2
,
then c2< by (2.35). Then we have (2.34) in the same way as in the proof
of Lemma 2.5. For 12<s<1, Fs(x) behaves near x=0 as follows:
Fs (x)=2(1&2sx+O(x2))(&2sx+O( |x|2s))
&(1&4sx+O(x2))+1+O( |x| 2s)
=O( |x|2s). (2.36)
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Hence, if we set
c2= sup
&1x1
|Fs (x)|
|x|2s
,
then c2< by (2.36). Then we have (2.34) in the same way as in the proof
of Lemma 2.5. This completes the proof. K
The rest of the section is devoted to extend D to an operator acting on
T m, ns =H s*
m H ns
for arbitrary m, n=0, 1, 2, ... so that the extensions of D would satisfy the
product rule. Our proofs, which are essentially same as those in section 3
of Driver and Lohrenz [7], depend only on easy algebraic calculation and
the boundedness of D: Hs  H s* Hs , which we have seen in Lemma 2.3.
So we will not write proofs in details.
First we define D(0, n) : T 0, ns =H
n
s  T
1, n
s in the following way:
1. D(0, 0) : T 0, 0s =R  H s* is the zero operator.
2. D(0, 1)=D.
3. D(0, n) is defined by the product rule, i.e.,
D (0, n)X (Y1  } } } Yn)= :
n
i=1
(Y1  } } } DX Yi  } } } Yn),
where X, Y1 , ..., Yn # Hs .
Lemma 2.11. D(0, n): T 0, ns  T
1, n
s (n=0, 1, ...) exist and are uniquly
determined. Moreover, D (0, n)X are skew-adjoint and &D(0, n)&opn &D&op .
Proof. Note that &AB&op=&A&op &B&op holds, where AB are the
tensor of operators between certain Hilbert spaces. By this fact and the
boundedness of D we can prove this in the same way as in [7]. See Driver
and Lohrenz [7]. K
Next we define D(m, n): T m, ns  T
m+1, n
s for general m and n.
1. D(0, n) is already defined.
2. If : # T m, ns and ! # H
m
s ,
(D (m, n)X :) !=D
(0, n)
X (:!)&:D
(0, m)
X !,
where (D (m, n)X :) !=D
(m, n):(X!).
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Lemma 2.12. D(m, n) : T m, ns  T
m+1, n
s (m, n=0, 1, ...) exist and are
uniquly determined. D (m, n)X are skew-adjoint and &D
(m, n)&op(m+n) &D&op .
Moreover, for ’ # H ks and : # T
m, n
s , we have
D (m, n+k)X (’:)=(D (0, k)X ’):+’ (D (m, n)X :).
Here ’: # T m, n+ks is defined by (’:) !=’ (:!) for every ! # H ms .
Proof. See Driver and Lohrenz [7]. K
Next we will define the curvature operator acting on tensor spaces. The
curvature operator R is a bounded operator from T m, ns to T
m+2, n
s deter-
mined by
(R:)(XY!)=(D2X 7 Y :) !=(D
2:)(X 7 Y!), (2.37)
where ! # H ms , : # T
m, n
s and X 7 Y=XY&YX for X, Y # Hs . We
also denote (R:)(XY!) by (R(X, Y) :) ! and we regard R(X, Y) as a
bounded operator from T m, ns to T
m, n
s .
Lemma 2.13. Let X, Y # Hs . Then R has the following properties.
1. R(X, Y) has the following commutation property;
R(X, Y)=[DX , DY]&D[X, Y] .
2. If ! # H ms and : # T
m, n
s , then
R(X, Y)(:!)=(R(X, Y) :) !+:(R(X, Y) !).
3. If ! # H ms and ’ # H
n
s , then
R(X, Y)(!’)=R(X, Y) !’+!R(X, Y) ’.
4. R(X, Y): T m, ns  T
m, n
s is a skew-adjoint operator for every m, n=
0, 1, 2, ... .
Proof. See Driver and Lohrenz [7]. K
The next lemma is important and will be used in the next section. So we
will give a proof (which is, however, the same one as in [7]).
Lemma 2.14. Let X, Y, Z # Hs , ! # H ms and : # T
m, n
s . Then
(D3X (Y 7 Z):) !=(DX (R:))(YZ!).
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Proof. We will repeatedly use product rules. First note that
(D2:) DX ((Y 7 Z)!)
=(D2:)[(DXY 7 Z)!+(Y 7 DXZ)!+(Y 7 Z)DX !]
=(R:)[DX YZ!+YDXZ!+YZDX!]
=(R:) DX (YZ!).
Then we have
(D3X (Y 7Z) :) !=(D
3:)(X (Y7 Z)!)
=DX[(D2:)((Y7 Z)!)]&(D2:) DX ((Y 7 Z)!)
=DX[(R:)(YZ!)]&(R:) DX (YZ!)
=(DX (R:))(YZ!).
This completes the proof. K
3. GEOMETRY OF FREE LOOP GROUPS
In the first part of this section we will construct tensor geometry on
L(G)=[g # C([0, 1]  G) | g(0)= g(1)] by defining the Riemannian con-
nection {={(s). Our method for the first part is the same one as in Driver
and Lohrenz in [7]. In the latter part of this section we will prove several
lemmas for approximation and a commutation formula of Bochner
Weitzebo ck type.
We will define some notations about partitions of [0, 1] and cylinder
functions.
Definition 3.1. Let P=[0_1<_2< } } } <_n<1] be a partition of
[0, 1]. Let ?P : L(G)  GP denote the natural projection
?P (g)=(g(_1), g(_2), ..., g(_n)),
where we set GP=Gn. We will sometimes write gP for ?P(g) for simplicity.
Definition 3.2. A function f : L(G)  R is called a smooth cylinder
function (or cylinder function, for simplicity) if there exist a patition P
and F # C(GP) such that f (g)=F b ?P(g). We denote by FC the set
of all cylinder functions. Let m, n=0, 1, 2, ... and T m, ns =Hs*
m H ns .
Similarly, a vector-valued function f : L(G)  T m, ns is called a cylinder
function if there exist :1 , :2 , ..., :n # T m, ns and f1 , f2 , ..., fn # FC
 such that
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f =ni=1 f i:i . We denote by FC
(T m, ns ) the set of all T
m, n
s -valued
cylinder functions.
As usual, we will identify an element of Hs with a left invariant vector
field on L(G). In other words, for h # Hs , a left invariant vector field h is
defined by the left translation, i.e., h (g)(_)=Lg(_)*h(_). The tangent space
of L(G) at g is [h (g) | h # Hs] and is denoted by TgL(G). The tensor
fields and tensor bundles on L(G) are defined by the left translation
similarly. All the inner products are also defined by the left translation.
Since everything is defined by the left translation those tensor bundles are
isometrically trivial and tensor fields can be identified with a smooth map
from L(G) to T m, ns .
Definition 3.3. Let X # FC(Hs), then we define a differenial operator
X for f # FC(T m, ns ) (m, n=0, 1, ...) by
(X f )(g)=
d
d=} ==0 f (g exp(=X(g))).
Let P be as in Definition 3.1 and f =F b ?P be as in Definition 3.2. Then
it is easy to see that
(X f )(g)= :
n
i=1
(X(g) (i)F )(gP).
Here, for any A # g and i=1, ..., n, A(i) denotes the left invariant vector field
on GP=Gn which partially differentiates the i-th component of F by A.
Lemma 3.4. For X, Y # FC(Hs) we set
[X, Y]L(G)=X Y&Y X+[X, Y].
Then
[X, Y]
t
L(G)=X Y &Y X .
Proof. The proof in Driver and Lohrenz [7] is done without using any
special property of their Hilbert space. So their proof also works in our
case. K
Definition 3.5. Let X # FC(Hs). Then we set an operator {X={ (s)X
on FC(T m, ns ) (m, n=0, 1, ...) by
{X :=X :+DX:.
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As usual, we also set { on FC(T m, ns ) (m, n=0, 1, ...) by
({:)g (X!)=({X:)g (!),
where X # FC(Hs) and ! # H s* m .
The following lemma is the same as Proposition 4.14 in Driver and
Lohrenz [7]. It states that { has the ‘‘Riemannian’’ properties.
Proposition 3.6. Let X, Y # FC(Hs) and m, n=0, 1, ... . { has the
following properties:
1. If ’ # FC(H ks ), f # FC
 and : # FC (T m, ns ), then
{kf’ := f {
k
’ :.
2. If : # FC(T m, ns ) and # # FC
(H ks ), then
{X (#:)=({X #):+# ({X:).
3. If : # FC(T m, ns ) and # # FC
(H ms ), then
{X (:#)=({X :) #+:({X #).
4. If :, ; # FC(T m, ns ) then,
X (:, ;)=({X :, ;)+(:, {X ;).
5.
{X Y&{YX=[X, Y]L(G) .
6. If f # FC, then
{2X 7Y f =0.
Proof. We can prove this proposition by the propeties of D which we
obtained in the previous section and by some easy computations. So we
omit the proof. See Driver and Lohrenz [7] for details. K
Proposition 3.7. Let X, Y # FC(Hs) and : # FC(T m, ns ), then
{2X 7 Y :=R(X, Y) :,
where (R(X, Y) :)g=R(Xg , Yg) :g . Moreover, we have
R(X, Y) :=[{X , {Y] :&{[X, Y]L(G) :.
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Proof. See the proof of Theorem 4.15 of Driver and Lohrenz [7]. Note
that R is tensorial. K
Lemma 3.8. Let X, Y, Z # Hs , ! # H ms and : # T
m, n
s , then
({3X (Y 7 Z):) !=({X (R:))(YZ!).
Proof. We can prove this lemma in the same way as we did in Lemma
2.14. K
Definition 3.9. Now we will define the Laplacian on tensor fields of
L(G). For : # FC(T m, ns ), set
qs:= :
Z # hs : good
{2ZZ :. (3.1)
Let a partition P as in Definition 3.1. Next we will define the Laplacian on
C(GP). For F # C (GP), set qP=qP, s by
qPF= :
A # g0
:
n
i, j=1
G(_i , _j) A( j)A(i)F, (3.2)
where g0 is an orthonormal basis of g. Note that qP does not depend on
the choice of g0 .
Proposition 3.10. Let h0 be any good orthonormal basis. Note that, for
Z # h0 and : # T m, ns , {
2
ZZ:={Z{Z :. Then, for each g # L(G) and
: # T m, ns , Z # h0 : good {Z{Z: is convergent in T
m, n
s and the sum is inde-
pendent of the choice of the good basis. In other words, qs defined by (3.9)
in Definition 3.9 is well-defined. Moreover, qs satisfies the following;
1. Let P be a partition as in Definition 3.1 and F # C(GP). Then, for
f =F b ?P ,
qs f =(qP F ) b ?P . (3.3)
2. Let : # FC(T m, ns ), T # FC
(H ks ) and S # FC
(H ms ). Then
qs:= :
Z # h0 : good
{Z{Z: (3.4)
qs(T:)=(qsT):+2 :
Z # h0 : good
{ZT{Z:+T (qs:) (3.5)
qs(:S)=(qs:) S+2 :
Z # h0: good
({Z S)({Z:)+:(qsS). (3.6)
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Before we prove Proposition 3.10, we need to prepare some lemmas.
Lemma 3.11. Let h0=[Zj, i=hjAi | j # Z, 1idim g=d] and [ jn]
be any good orthonormal basis which is indexed as in Definition 2.7. Then we
have the following;
1. As a sequence of operators on Hs ,
:
Z # h0 : good
DZ DZ= lim
n  
:
| j | jn
:
d
i=1
DZj , i DZj , i
is strongly convergent and  | j | jn 
d
i=1 DZj , i DZj , i (n=0, 1, 2, ...) are
uniformly bounded in L(Hs).
2. As a sequence of operators on Hs Hs ,
:
Z # h0 : good
DZ DZ= lim
n  
:
| j | jn
:
d
i=1
DZj , i DZj , i
is strongly convergent and  | j |  jn 
d
i=1 DZj , i DZj , i (n=0, 1, 2, ...) are
uniformly bounded in L(Hs Hs).
Proof. First we show 1. Let : # Hs . By a straightforward calculation we
have
DZ DZ :=:
l \ :p+q+r=l [Z ( p), [Z (q), :^(r)]] Tq, rTp, q+r+ e
2? - &1 l{.
Then we have
:
| j | jn
:
d
i=1
DZj , i DZj , i :
=:
l \ :p+q+r=l :| j | jn h j ( p) h j (q) Cad :^(r) Tq, rTp, q+r+ e
2? - &1 l{
=:
l \ :|q|  jn (1+q
2)&s Cad :^(l ) Tq, lT&q, q+l+ e2? - &1 l{, (3.7)
where Cad=di=1 ad
2
Ai is the natural extension of the Casimir element of
End(g). Square of Hs -norm of the left hand side of (3.7) is dominated by
:
l
(1+l2)s \:q (1+q
2)&s |Cad | End(gC) |:^(l )| |Tq, lT&q, q+l |+2
=|Cad |2 :
l
(1+l2)s |:^(l )| 2 \:q
|Tq, lT&q, q+l |
(1+q2)s +
2
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Hence, in order to prove 1 it suffices to show that
:
q
|Tq, l T&q, q+l |
(1+q2)s
=4 :
q
[(1+(q+l )2)s&(1+q2)s+(1+l2)s]2
(1+q2)s (1+l2)s (1+(q+l )2)s
c (3.8)
for some positive constant c=cs independent of l. We can easily check that
(3.8) holds for the same constant c as the one in Lemma 2.5.
Next we will show 2. We isometrically identify Hs Hs with the space
of two-parameter functions !: S 1_S 1  gg such that
&!&2= :
q1, q2 # Z
(1+q21)
s (1+q22)
s |! (q1 , q2)| 2gCgC<,
where
! (q1 , q2)=|
1
0
|
1
0
!({1 , {2) e&2? - &1 (q1{1+q2{2) d{1 d{2 .
With this identification we have
(DZ DZ) !
= :
l1, l2 # Z
\ :p1+q1=l1 :p2+q2=l2 [Z ( p1)Z ( p2), ! (q1 , q2)]gCgC Tp1, q1 Tp2, q2+
_e2? - &1(l1{1+l2{2).
Here [ } , } ]gCgC is the natural extension of [ } , } ]gg which is deter-
mined by [AB, CD]=[A, C] [B, D]. Then
:
| j |  jn
:
d
i=1
(DZj , i DZj , i) !
= :
l1, l2
\ :p1+q1=l1 :p2+q2=l2 \ :| j | jn h j ( p1) h j ( p2)+
__ :
d
i=1
Ai Ai , ! (q1 , q2)& Tp1, q1 Tp2, q2+
_e2? - &1 (l1{1+l2{2)
= :
l1, l2
\ :
| p| jn
(1+ p2)&s
__ :
d
i=1
Ai Ai , ! (l1& p, l2+ p)& Tp, l1& p T&p, l2+ p +
_e2? - &1 (l1{1+l2{2) (3.9)
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If s1, square of the norm of the left hand side of (3.9) is dominated by
c1 :
l1, l2
(1+l21)
s (1+l22)
s \:p (1+ p
2)&s |! (l1& p, l2+ p)| |Tp, l1& p T&p, l2+ p |+
2
c1 :
p
(1+ p2)&1 :
l1, l2
(1+l21)
s (1+l22)
s
_:
p
T 2p, l1& p T
2
&p, l2+ p
(1+ p2)2s&1
|! (l1& p, l2+ p)|2
=c2 :
q1, q2
(1+q21)
s (1+q22)
s |! (q1 , q2)|2
_:
p
T 2p, q1T
2
&p, q2
(1+ p2)2s&1
(1+( p+q1)2)s (1+(&p+q2)2)s
(1+q21)
s (1+q22)
s
=c2 :
q1, q2
(1+q21)
s (1+q22)
s |! (q1 , q2)|2
_16 :
p
1
1+ p2
‘
2
i=1
|[1+((&1) i&1 p+qi)2]s&(1+ p2)s+(1+q2i )
s|2
(1+ p2)s&1 (1+q2i )
s [1+((&1) i&1 p+qi)2]s
c3 :
q1, q2
(1+q21)
s (1+q22)
s |! (q1 , q2)|2
_:
p
1
1+ p2
_ ‘
2
i=1
1+|(&1) i&1 p+qi | 4s&2 |qi | 2+|(&1) i&1 p+qi | 2 |qi |4s&2
(1+ p2)s&1 (1+q2i )
s [1+((&1) i&1 p+q i)2]s
c4 &!&2.
Here we used inequalities which we showed in the proof of Lemma 2.5 for
the second to last inequality. This proves 2 for s1. If 12<s<1, square
of the norm of the left hand side of (3.9) is similarly dominated by
c5 :
p
(1+ p2)&s :
l1, l2
(1+l21)
s (1+l22)
s :
p
T 2p, l1& pT
2
&p, l2+ p
(1+ p2)s
|! (l1& p, l2+ p)|2
c6 :
q1, q2
(1+q21)
s (1+q22)
s |! (q1 , q2)| 2
_:
p
1
(1+ p2)s
‘
2
i=1
|[1+((&1) i&1 p+qi)2]s&(1+ p2)s+(1+q2i )
s|2
(1+q2i )
s [1+((&1) i&1 p+q i)2]s
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c7 :
q1, q2
(1+q21)
s (1+q22)
s |! (q1 , q2)| 2
_:
p
1
(1+ p2)s
‘
2
i=1
1+|qi | 2s |(&1) i&1 p+qi | 2s
(1+q2i )
s [1+((&1) i&1 p+qi)2]s
c8 &!&2.
Here we used inequalities which we showed in the proof of Lemma 2.5 for
the second to last inequality. This proves 2 for 12<s<1. K
Corollary 3.12. Let m, n=0, 1, 2, ... . Let h0=[Zj, i=hjAi | j # Z,
1idim g=d] and [ jn] be any good orthonormal basis which is indexed
as in Definition 2.7. Then, as a sequence of operators on T m, ns ,
:
Z # h0 : good
DZ DZ= lim
n  
:
| j | jn
:
d
i=1
DZj , i DZj , i
is strongly convergent and  | j | jn 
d
i=1DZj , i DZj , i (n=0, 1, 2, ...) are uniformly
bounded in L(T m, ns ).
Proof. We omit the proof because we can easily show this corollary by
the product rules, Lemma 3.11 above and by the fact that &AB&op=
&A&op &B&op . K
Proof of Proposition 3.10. Let Z # Hs such that {Z Z=DZ Z=0,
! # H ms and : # FC
(T m, ns ). Then by product rules we have
({Zh :) !=({Z({:))(Z!)
={Z(:(Z!))&{:({Z(Z!))
=({Z{Z :) !+({Z :) {Z!&{:(({Z Z)!)&{:(Z{Z!)
=({Z{Z :) !.
Next we will prove 1. Let f =F b ?P be as in Proposition 3.10. Then by a
straight forward computation we have
\ :Z # h0 {Z{Z f+ (g)= :Z # h0 :
n
i, j=1
:
A, B # g0
(Z(_i), A)(Z(_j), B)(A(i)B( j)F)(gP)
= :
n
i=1
:
A # g0
Gs(_i , _2)(A(i)A( j)F)(gP)
=(qPF )(gP),
which proves (3.3) of 1.
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Now we prove (3.4). Let a cylinder function f be as above and : # T m, ns
be a constant tensor. Set ;(g)= f (g) :. Then we have
:
Z # h0 : good
{Z{Z ;= :
Z # h0 : good
({Z{Z f ) :
+2 :
Z # h0 : good
({Z f )(DZ :)+ :
Z # h0 : good
f DZDZ :. (3.10)
We already proved the convergence of the first term of the right hand side
of (3.10). By Corollary 3.12 we see that the third term is also convergent.
We can see that the second term is convergent and the sum is independent
of the choice of basis, if we notice that it represents the contraction of
D: # T m+1, ns and ({f )(g) # Hs . Thus we proved (3.4). Because (3.5) and
(3.6) can be proved similarly by using the product rules and Corollary 3.12,
we omit the proofs. K
Definition 3.13. For u, v # FC we set 11=1 (s)1 by
11(u, v)= 12 [qs(uv)&u(qsv)&(qsu) v] (3.11)
and 12=1 (s)2 by
12(u, v)= 12 [qs11(u, v)&11(qsu, v)&11(u, qs v)] (3.12)
Lemma 3.14. Let u, v # FC. Then
11 (u, v)=({u, {v) (3.13)
and
12(u, v)=({2u, {2v)+ 12 [([qs , {] u, {v)+({u, [qs , {] v)]. (3.14)
Proof. (3.13) is easily proved by Proposition 3.10 and the metric com-
patibility of {. (3.14) is proved similarly by (3.13), Proposition 3.10 and the
metric compatibility of {. K
The next theorem is the main theorem of this section. We have a com-
mutation formula of BochnerWeitzenbo ck type as in Driver and Lohrenz
[7]. Moreover, it enables us to repesent 12 explicitly in terms of Ric and
shows that 12 is lower bounded.
Theorem 3.15. Let f # FC and X # Hs , then the following commuta-
tion formula holds:
([qs , {] f ) X=Ric({f , X ), (3.15)
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where {f in the right hand side is regarded as an element of FC(Hs) by
the usual identification. Moreover, we have
12 ( f, f )&C11( f, f ), (3.16)
where &C=&Cs is the lower bound of the Ricci tensor in Proposition 2.9.
Proof. If we have (3.15), then
12( f, f )=&{2f &2+([qs , {] f, {f )
=&{2f &2+Ric({f, {f )
&C &{f &2
=&C11( f, f ). (3.17)
Here we used Lemma 3.14, Proposition 2.28, and Lemma 3.16 below. This
proves (3.16). Next we prove (3.15). First note that
{X qs f = :
Z # h0 : good
{X{Z{Z f
holds for any f # FC and X # Hs by Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 3.10.
From this and Proposition 3.10, we have
([qs , {] f ) X
=(qs{f ) X&{X qs f
= :
Z # h0 : good
({3f )(ZZX )& :
Z # h0 : good
{X{Z{Z f
= :
Z # h0 : good
({3f )(ZZX )& :
Z # h0 : good
{X[({2f )(ZZ)]
= :
Z # h0 : good
[({3f )(ZZX&XZZ)&({2f ){X (ZZ)].
(3.18)
On the other hand, we have
({3f )(ZZX )=({3f )(ZXZ) (3.19)
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because Rf =0 by 6 of Proposition 3.1. We also have
({3f )((Z 7 X )Z)=(R(Z, X ) { f ) Z
=&({ f ) R(Z, X ) Z
=({ f ) R(X, Z) Z (3.20)
because of the definition and the skew-adjointness of R. By (3.18), (3.19)
and (3.20) we have
([qs , {] f ) X=Ric(X, {f )& :
Z # h0 : good
({2f ) {X (ZZ). (3.21)
Here ({f )(g) is regarded as an element in Hs by the usual identification. By
the following lemma the proof is completed. K
Lemma 3.16. Let h0 be any orthonormal basis indexed as in Definition
2.7 and f # FC, X # Hs . Then
:
Z # h0 : good
({2f ) {X (ZZ)
converges and the sum is independent of the choice of h0 . Moreover we have
:
Z # h0 : good
({2f ) {X (ZZ)=0.
Proof. Let h0=[hjA | j # Z, A # g0] and [ jn] be a good orthonormal
basis and f =F b ?P be as in definition 3.2. Then for any g # L(G) and
X, Y # Hs we have
({2f )g (XY)=(X Y f )(g)&({X Yf )(g)
= :
B1, B2 # g0
:
n
i1, i2=1
(B (i1)1 B
(i2)
2 F )(gP)(B1 B2 , X(_i1)Y(_i2))
& :
B # g0
:
n
i=1
(B(i)F )(gP)(B, ({XY)(_i)).
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Hence we have
({2 f ) :
| j | jn
:
A # g0
{X (Zj, A Zj, A)
= :
B1, B2 # g0
:
n
i1, i2=1
(B (i1)1 B
(i2)
2 F )(gP)
_B1 B2 , :
| j | jn
:
A # g0
{X (Zj, A Zj, A)(_i1 , _i2)
& :
B # g0
:
n
i=1
(B(i)F )(gP) B, :
| j |  jn
:
A # g0
({{XZj , A Zj, A+{Zj , A {X Zj, A)(_i) .
(3.22)
Now we show that the first term in the right hand side of (3.22) is 0.
First note that for any x # gC
:
A # g0
([x, A]A+A [x, A])=0. (3.23)
Indeed when B # g, this is Lemma 4.30 in Driver and Lohrenz [7]. To
extend it to gC is easy. On the other hand by a straight forward computa-
tion we have
{X Zj, A Zj, A
=:
l \ :p+q=l [X ( p), Z j, A(q)] Tp, q+ e
2? - &1 l{1 :
r
Z j, A(r) e2? - &1 r{2
Hence for any fixed {1 and {2 we have
:
| j | jn
:
A # g0
({X Zj, A Zj, A)({1 , {2)
=:
l
:
|q|  jn
:
A # g0
Tl&q, q(1+q2)&s ([X (l&q), A]A) e2? - &1 (l{1&q{2)
ww
n   :
l
:
q
:
A # g0
Tl&q, q(1+q2)&s ([X (l&q), A]A) e2? - &1 (l{1&q{2).
(3.24)
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Because { has been fixed at {1 and {2 , the convergence of the sum above
can be easily verified. Similarly we have
:
| j | jn
:
A # g0
(Zj, A {XZj, A)({1 , {2)
ww
n  :
l
:
q
:
A # g0
Tl&q, q(1+q2)&s (A [X (l&q), A]) e2? - &1 (&q{1+l{2).
(3.25)
Noting that Tl&q, q (1+q2)&s is symmetric under the interchange of l and
&q, we have by (3.24), (3.25), and (3.23) that
:
|q| jn
:
A # g0
[({X Zj, A Zj, A)(_i1 , _ i2)
+(Zj, A {XZj, A)(_i1 , _ i2)] ww
n  
0.
This shows that the first term in the right hand side of (3.22) goes to 0 as
n  .
Next we will compute the second term in the right hand side of (3.22).
:
| j |  jn
:
A # g0
{{XZj , AZj, A
= :
| j |  jn
:
A # g0
:
k \ :l+r=k :p+q=l [[X ( p), Z (q)], Z (r)] Tp, qT l, r+ e
2? - &1 k{
=:
k \ :|q| jn Cad (X (k))(1+q
2)&s Tk, qTk+q, &q+ e2? - &1 k{. (3.26)
On the other hand we have
:
| j | jn
:
A # g0
{Zj , A{XZj, A
= :
| j | jn
:
A # g0
:
k \ :l+r=k :p+q=l [Z (r), [X ( p), Z (q)]] Tp, qTr, l+ e
2? - &1 k{
=&:
k \ :|q| jn Cad(X (k))(1+q
2)&s Tk, qT&q, k+q+ e2? - &1 k{. (3.27)
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Combining (3.26) and (3.27) we have
:
| j | jn
:
A # g0
({{XZj , AZ j, A+{Zj , A {XZj, A)
=:
k
Cad (X (k)) \ :
|q| jn
Tk, q(Tk+q, &q&T&q, k+q)(1+q2)&s+ e2? - &1 k{
=
1
2
:
k
Cad (X (k))
_\ :|q| jn
[Tk, q(Tk+q, &q&T&q, k+q)+Tk, &q(Tk&q, q&Tq, k&q)]
(1+q2)s +
_e2?- &1 k{. (3.28)
If { is fixed at {=_i , then the right hand side of (3.28) goes to
Y(_i)=
1
2
:
k
Cad (X (k))
_\:q
[Tk, q(Tk+q, &q&T&q, k+q)+Tk, &q(Tk&q, q&Tq, k&q)]
(1+q2)s +
_e2? - &1 k_i (3.29)
as n   (because _i is fixed the proof is easier than that of &Y&Hs<
below). Because _i is arbitrary we may consider that Y is a function of _i .
Now we show that Y # Hs .
&Y&2Hsc1 :
k
|X (k)|2 (1+k2)s
_\:q
|Tk, q(Tk+q, &q&T&q, k+q)+Tk, &q(Tk&q, q&Tq, k&q)|
(1+q2)s +
2
.
(3.30)
To prove that &Y&Hsc2 &X&Hs for some constant c2>0, it suffices to
show that there exists a constant c3>0 which is independent of k such that
:
q
|Tk, q(Tk+q, &q&T&q, k+q)+Tk, &q(Tk&q, q&Tq, k&q)|
(1+q2)s
c3 . (3.31)
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Set as(x)=(1+x2)s. Then
Tk, q(Tk+q, &q&T&q, k+q)+Tk, &q(Tk&q, q&Tq, k&q)
(1+q2)s
=
K(q, k)
2as(q) as(k) as(k+q) as(k&q)
, (3.32)
where
K(q, k)=&a2s(k+q) as(k&q)+as(k) as(k+q) as(k&q)
&as(q) as(k) as(k&q)+a2s(q) as(k&q)
&a2s(k&q) as(k+q)+as(k) as(k+q) as(k&q)
&as(q) as(k) as(k+q)+a2s(q) as(k+q). (3.33)
By the same argument as in Lemma 2.5 or Proposition 2.28, we will obtain
(3.31) if we show
|K(q, k)|={c4(1+|q|
6s&2 |k|2+|q|2 |k|6s&2)
c4(1+|q|4s |k|2s+|q| 2s |k|4s)
(if s1),
(if 12<s<1).
(3.34)
Suppose s1 and qk. Noting that, as x goes to 0,
fs(x)=&|1+x|4s |1&x|2s+|1+x|2s |1&x|2s&|x|2s |1&x|2s+|x|4s |1&x|2s
&|1&x|4s |1+x|2s+|1+x|2s |1&x|2s&|x|2s |1+x|2s+|x|4s |1+x|2s
={O(x
2)
O( |x|2s)
(if s1)
(if 12<s<1),
(3.35)
we can check by the same argument as in Lemma 2.5 or Proposition 2.28
that (3.34) holds when qk. Similarly we can check that (3.34) holds when
qk, too. Thus we proved (3.34) and hence &Y&Hsc2&X&Hs .
Since the second term in the right hand side of (3.22) is equal to
&({f, Y)Hs , we complete the proof by showing Y=0. That Y (&k)=Y (k)
and that Y (0)=0 are obvious. Hence it is sufficient to show
:
q
[Tk, q(Tk+q, &q&T&q, k+q)+Tk, &q(Tk&q, q&Tq, k&q)]
(1+q2)s
=0 (3.36)
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for k=1, 2, ... . Note that the absolute convergence of the series in (3.36)
has already been shown in the proof of the fact &Y&Hs<. By straight
forward computations we see that
Tk, q(Tk+q, &q&T&q, k+q)
(1+q2)s
=
[&(1+k2)s+(1+q2)s+(1+(q+k)2)s][(1+q2)s&(1+(q+k)2)s]
(1+k2)s (1+(k+q)2)s (1+q2)s
.
(3.37)
We set
Jk(x, y)=
[&(1+k2)s+(1+x2)s+(1+ y2)s][(1+x2)s&(1+ y2)s]
(1+k2)s (1+x2)s (1+ y2)s
for simplicity. Then we see easily that Jk(x, y)=&Jk( y, x) and
Jk(x, y)=Jk(&x, y)=Jk(x, &y). Note that the right hand side of (3.37) is
equal to Jk(q, q+k) and that, for each fixed k, limq  \ Jk(q, q+k)=0.
By the way we defined Jk(x, y) the series in (3.36) is equal to
lim
N  
:
&NqN
[Jk(q, q+k)+Jk(&q, &q+k)]
= lim
N  
:
&NqN
[Jk(q, q+k)+Jk(q, q&k)]
= lim
N  
:
&NqN
[Jk(q, q+k)&Jk(q&k, q)]
= lim
N   _[&Jk(&N, &k, &N)& } } } &Jk(&N&1, &N+k&1)]
+[Jk(N&k+1, N+1)+ } } } +Jk(N, N+k)]&
=0.
This proves (3.36) and hence Y=0. K
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4. HEAT KERNEL MEASURES ASSOCIATED WITH
THE SOBOLEV SPACES
In this section we will give a review of Malliavin [10] to recall how to
construct heat kernel measures associated with Hs . It is known that
L*/H s*=Hs /L
and each injection above is dense and continuous. First we will check that,
for each s>12, there exist a Gaussian measure +s on L=L(g) such that
the triplet (L, Hs , +s) is an abstract Wiener space, i.e.,
|
L
exp(- &1 ( f, w)) +s(dw)=exp (& 12 & f &2Hs*)
for any f # L*.
Lemma 4.1. Let p0 and ’k(|) be independent and identically dis-
tributed random variables on some probability space such that the law of ’1
is the normal standard distribution on R. Then there exists a constant Cp
depending only on p such that
E _} :
N
k=1
ak’k(|)}
p
&Cp } :
N
k=1
a2k }
p2
for any sequence [ak] of real numbers.
Proof. Let B(t) be a one-dimensional Brownian motion starting at 0 on
some probability space. we may set ’k=B(k)&B(k&1). Then Nk=1
ak ’k(|)=N0 H(t) dB(t), where H(t) is a non-random step function such
that H(t)=ak if t # [k&1, k). Then its quadratic variation at time t=N is
|
}
0
H(t) dB(t)N=|
N
0
H(t)2 dt= :
N
k=1
a2k .
By the Burkholder inequality for martingales we can show Lemma 4.1. K
Proposition 4.2. There exists a Gaussian measure +s on L which makes
the triplet (L, Hs , +s) be an abstract Wiener space.
Proof. Set sk({)=- 2 (1+k2)&s2 sin(2?k{) and ck({)=- 2 (1+k2)&s2
cos(2?k{) for k=1, 2, ... . Then [1] _ [sk]k # N _ [ck]k # N is an orthonor-
mal basis of Hs(R). Let g0 is a fixed orthonormal basis of g. Then there are
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i.i.d. ’sk, A , ’
c
k, A (k # N and A # g0) and ’0, A (A # g0) such that the law of ’’s
is the normal standard distribution. Set L-valued random variables WN
(N=1, 2, ...) by
WN({)= :
A # g0
’0, A(|)+ :
N
k=1
:
A # g0
[sk({) ’sk, A(|)+ck({) ’
c
k, A(|)]
and set +Ns to be the law of W
N. We will show the tightness of +Ns
(N=1, 2, ...). First we can easily see that
E[WN({)2]d+d :
N
k=1
(sk({)2+ck({)2)
d+2d :

k=1
1
(1+k2)s
. (4.1)
Take c # (0, 1) and p>0 so that 2s&c>1 and cp>1 hold. Then, noting
that
|sin(2?k{)&sin(2?k_)|2?k |{&_|
|cos(2?k{)&cos(2?k_)|2?k |{&_|,
we have
E[ |WN({)&WN(_)| p]
dCp } :
N
k=1
( |sk({)&sk(_)|2+|ck({)&ck(_)| 2) }
p2
dCp } :
N
k=1
21+2(1&c)
(1+k2)s
( |sin(2?k{)&sin(2?k_)|2c
+|cos(2?k{)&cos(2?k_)|2c)}
p2
2(3p)2+1?cp dCp } :

k=1
kc
(1+k2)s}
p2
} |{&_| cp. (4.2)
By (4.1) and (4.2) we proved the tightness. Hence there is a subsequence
N(n) (n=1, 2, ...) such that +N(n)s converges as n   in the weak topology
of the space of all the probability measures on L. It is easy to see that the
limit point limn   +N(n)s is the desired Gaussian measure. K
By Proposition 4.2 above and by the general theory of abstract Wiener
spaces, there exist a probability space (0, F, P) and a reference family
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(Ft)t0 and an (Ft)-adapted L-valued Brownian motion associated
with Hs . Here an (Ft)-adapted L-valued Brownian motion associated
with Hs is an (Ft)-adapted L-valued continuous stochastic process
[b(s)(t)=b(t)]t0 such that b(0)=0 and, for all z # L*, (z, b(t)) are
(Ft)-Brownian motions whose quadratic variations satisfy ( (z1 , b( } )),
(z2 , b( } ))) t=t(z1 , z2)Hs . Moreover, for a general Z # H s*, we may define
bZ(t) by L2&limn  (zn , b(t)), where [zn] in L* is a sequence in L*
such that zn  Z in H s*. Then it is well-known that bZ(t) is well-defined
and is a (Ft)-Brownian motion whose quadratic variatin is t &Z&2H*s . Let
{ # [0, 1] and ${ # L(R)* such that ${(w)=w({) for every w # L(R). For
w # L, ${(w) # g is naturaly defined. We will write ${(b(t))=b(t, {) and
regard b as a two-parameter process.
Then, for each fixed {, we consider the SDE
/(s)(dt, {; g0)= :
d
i=1
Ai bi ( b dt, {) with /(s)(0, {; g0)= g0({), (4.3)
where d=dim g and [Ai] is a fixed orthonormal basis of g and
bi (t, {)=(Ai , b(t, {))g . Since SDE (4.4) has a pathwise unique solution we
have obtained a G-valued two-parameter process /(s)(t, {; g0). We will
write /(s)=/ for simplicity. Moreover, Malliavin [10] proved that
/(t, {; g0) has a jointly continuous modification (we denote it again by
/(t, {; g0)). Note that /(t, } ; g0) is a continuous loop. We see by (4.4) that
/(t, } ; g0) is the solution for the martingale problem for qs 2 in the sense
that, for every cylinder function f # FC,
f (/(t, } ; g0))& f (g0( } ))& 12 |
t
0
qs f (/(u, } ; g0)) du (4.4)
is a martingale.
Definition 4.3. Let T0. The heat kernel measure &T(g0 ; dg)=
&(s)T (g0 ; dg) is a probability measure on L(G) which is equal to the
distribution of /(T, } ; g0).
5. CLOSABILITY OF THE BILINEAR FORM
In this section we will show in a similar way as in Driver [4] and [5]
that the bilinear form
E( f, f )=|
L(G)
&{f &2H*s &T (g0 ; dg) (5.1)
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with Dom(E)=FC is closable and hence its closure is a Drichlet form.
Since most of the arguments in Driver [4] and [5] are still valid even if
we replace the reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces, we will not write proofs
in details.
First we will consider the following Hs -valued SDE.
dX(t)=&Ddb(t) X(t)+ 12 qsX(t) dt with X(0)=X0 , (5.2)
where db(t)=Z # hs db
Z(t) } Z for some (in fact, any) orthonormal basis hs
of Hs and qs=qs |Hs is defined in Definition 3.9.
Proposition 5.1. For each k0 , there exists a unique solution to the SDE
(5.2). Moreover, for any t0, (X(t), X$(t))Hs=(X0 , X$0)Hs .
Proof. Noting that qs | Hs and D: Hs  H s* Hs are continuous
(Proposition 2.3, Proposition 3.10, and Lemma 3.11), we may use the same
argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. of Driver [4]. We can prove the
existence of a solution by the Picard iteration and the uniqueness by the
Gronwall lemma. We can also prove that (X(t), X$(t))Hs=(X0 , X$0)Hs by
the skew-adjointness of D. See Theorem 4.1. of Driver [4] for details. K
Definition 5.2. Let hs be an orthonormal basis of Hs . We define an
operator-valued process U(t)=Us(t) by
U(t) X0= :
Z0 # hs
(X0 , Z0) Z(t), X0 # Hs .
where Z(t) is the solution to (5.2) for the initial value Z0 .
Lemma 5.3. Let X0 # Hs and U(t) X0 be as in Definition 5.2 above. Then
U(t) X0 is the the solution to (5.2) for the initial value X0 . Moreover U(t) is
a unitary operator for any t and t [ U(t) is strongly continuous almost
surely.
Proof. Because we have Lemma 3.11, we may use the same argument
as in Driver [5] to prove that U(t) is unitary. The rest can be proved by
the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.3. of Driver [4]. K
Proposition 5.4. Suppose that Z4 : [0, )_0  Hs is a progressively
measurable process such that
EP \|
T
0
&Z4 (t)&2Hs dt+<,
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for any T>0. Set Z(t)= t0 Z4 (u) du (the totality of such Z ’s will be denoted
by H1(Hs)). Then we have
d(U(t) Z(t))=&Ddb(t)(U(t) Z(t))+ 12 qs(U(t) Z(t)) dt+U(t) Z4 (t) dt.
Proof. All the arguments in Theorem 4.4. of Driver [4], with trivial
modifications, is also valid in our case. So we omit the proof. K
For f =F b ?P # FC, we set
(etqs 2f )(g)=(etqP2F )(gP)
and ft=e(T&t)qs 2f (note that etqs 2f # FC). For : # FC(T m, n), we set
{0: to be the unique element in FC(T m+1, n) such that
{0Z:=({
0:, Z)=Z :
and set q0s : # FC
(T m, n) by
q0s := :
Z # hs : good
Z Z := :
Z # hs : good
{0Z{
0
Z :.
Then we have by (4.4) and the Ito^ formula that
d({ft(/t))=({0dbt {ft)(/t)+
1
2 (q
0
s {ft(/t)&{qs ft(/t)) dt (5.3)
(strictly speaking, {fg is an element of H s*, however we will often abuse the
notation so that {fg denotes the element of Hs which corresponds to {fg)
and by {Z={
0
Z+DZ and (3.10) we have
1
2 (qs G(g), k)Hs=
1
2 (q
0
s G(g), k)Hs+
1
2 (G(g), qs k)Hs
&(({0G)(g), Dk)H*s Hs (5.4)
for G # FC(Hs) and k # Hs .
Proposition 5.5. Let Z # H1(Hs), f # FC and T>0. Then we have
d({ft(/t), UtZt)Hs
=({dbt {ft(/t), Ut Zt)Hs+({ft(/t), UtZ4 t)Hs dt+
1
2 ({ft(/t), Ric UtZt)Hs dt.
Here Ric X is regarded as an element of Hs corresponding to Ric(X, } ) # H s*.
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Proof. First, by the Ito^ formula for Hilbert space valued semi-mar-
tingales, and then by (5.3), (5.4) and the fact that {Z={
0
Z+DZ , we have
d({ft(/t), UtZt)Hs=(({
0
dbt
{ft)(/t)+ 12 (q
0
s {ft (/t)&{qs ft (/t)) dt, UtZt )Hs
+({ft (/t), &Ddbt(UtZt)+
1
2 qs(UtZt) dt+UtZ4 t dt)Hs
&({0{ft (/t), D(UtZt))H*s Hs dt
=(({dbt{ft)(/t), UtZt)Hs+(({ft)(/t), UtZ4 t)Hs dt
+12 ((qs{ft&{qs ft)(/t), UtZt )Hs dt. (5.5)
By (5.5) above and the formula of BochnerWeitzenbo ck type (Theorem
3.15), we show the proposition. K
Proposition 5.6. Let Z # H1(Hs) and f # FC. Set
yT (Z)=|
T
0
(Ut Z4 t+ 12 Ric UtZt , dbt ) .
Then the following integration by parts formula holds;
EP[({f (/T), UTZT)Hs]=E
P[ f (/T) yT (Z)]
Proof. By Proposition 5.5 we have
EP[ f (/T) yT (Z)]
=EP _{ f0(/0)+|
T
0
({ft(/t), dbt)= |
T
0
(UtZ4 t+ 12 Ric Ut Zt , dbt)&
=EP _|
T
0
({ft(/t), UtZ4 t+ 12 Ric UtZt)Hs dt&
=EP [({f (/T), UTZT)Hs].
This completes the proof. K
Theorem 5.7. The Markovian form E defined by (5.1) is closable.
Therefore the closure of E is a Dirichlet form.
Proof. For simplicity we will write &T for &T (g0 ; dg). Let [ fn]n=1 be a
sequence in L2(L(G), &T). Suppose that fn  0 in L2(L(G), &T) as n  
and that
&{fn&{fm&L2(L(G), Hs , &T )  0
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as m, n  . Then it suffices to show that G=limn  {fn=0. Let X # Hs ,
Q # FC and set Z(t)=(tT ) X # H1(Hs). Then by Proposition 5.6 above
we have
EP[(G(/T), UTX)Hs Q(/T)]
= lim
n  
EP[({fn(/T), UTZT)Hs Q(/T)]
= lim
n  
EP[ fn(/T)[&{UT ZT Q(/T)+ yT (/T)]]
 lim
n  
E &T[ f 2n]
12 EP[[&{UT ZT Q(/T)+ yT (/T)]
2]12
=0. (5.6)
Because we took Q arbitrarily (5.6) implies (G(/T), UTX)Hs=0, P-a.s..
Since UT is unitary we have
&G(/T)&2Hs= :
X # hs
(G(/T), UTX)Hs=0, P-a.s..
This implies that G=limn  {fn=0, &T-a.s.. K
6. LOGARITHMIC SOBOLEV INEQUALITY
In this section we will prove logarithmic Sobolev inequalities on free
loop groups by using the results on finite dimensional Lie groups.
Definition 6.1. Let P=[0_1< } } } <_n<1] be a partition and
Q=(Qij)ni, j=1 be the inverse matrix of (Gs(_i , _j))
n
i, j=1 (note that it is
invertible).
1. We define ( } , } )P to be a unique left invariant metric on GP such that
(A(i), B( j))P=(A, B)Qij . (6.1)
2. We define {P to be the gradient operator on GP determined by
( } , } )P .
3. For F, H # C(GP), we define
1 P(F, H)= 12 [qP(FH)&(qP F ) H&F (qPH)] (6.2)
and
1 P2 (F, H)=
1
2 [qP 1
P(F, H)&1 P(qPF, H)&1 P(F, qP H)], (6.3)
where qP is defined in Definition 3.9.
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4. Let RicP be the Ricci tensor on GP relative to ( } , } )P .
In the following we will denote by GP the Riemannian manifold
(Gn, ( } , } )P). The next lemma claims that qP is the LaplaceBeltrami
operator on GP and relates 1 and 12 on GP with those on L(G).
Lemma 6.2. Let F, H # C(GP), then
({P F, {P H)P= :
A # g0
:
n
i, j=1
Gs(_i , _j) A(i)F } A( j)H,
=1 P(F, H)
and qP is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on GP.
Let f =F b ?P # FC as in Definition 3.2 and g # L(G). Then,
1 P(F, F )(gP)=1 ( f, f )(g),
1 P2 (F, F )(gP)=12( f, f )(g).
Proof. We can prove the lemmma by using the property of the Haar
measure in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 5.2 of Driver and
Lohrenz [7]. So we omit the proof. K
Lemma 6.3. Let &C=&Cs be the lower bound of the Ricci tensor in
Proposition 2.9. Then we have RicP&C( } , } )P for any partition P.
Proof. Though this proof is the same as the one in Driver and Lohrenz
[7], we will prove it again for readers’ convienience. Let g # GP and
v # Tg GP. Choose g # ?&1P (g )/L(G). Then by Lemma 2.1. in Driver and
Hu [6] we have
RicP(v, v)=inf [1P2 (F, F )(g ) | F is smooth and {PF(g )=v].
Hence, by Theorem 3.15 and Lemma 6.2, we have
RicP(v, v)=inf[12(F b ?P , F b ?P)(g) | F is smooth and {P F(g )=v]
inf[&C1(F b ?P , F b ?P)(g) | F is smooth and {PF(g )=v]
=inf[&C1P(F, F )(g ) | F is smooth and {P F(g )=v]
= &C(v, v)P . (6.4)
This ends the proof. K
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Logarithmic Sobolev inequality for heat kernels on finite dimensional
complete Riemannian manifolds has been studied by many authors. The
following version is due to Bakry [1].
Theorem 6.4. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold, q be its
LaplaceBeltrami operator and PT=PT (x)= pT (x, y) dy be the heat kernel
associated with q2. Assume that the Ricci curvature is bounded from below
i.e., Ric&c( } , } ) for some constant c # R. Then, for every f # C0 (M) and
x # M,
PT (x) _ f 2 log f
2
PT (x)[ f 2]&
2(ecT&1)
c
PT (x)[ |{f | 2],
where (ecT&1)c=T when c=0 as usual.
Proof. See Bakry [1]. K
The next theorem is a generalization of the results in Carson [2, 3] and
is our main result in this article.
Theorem 6.5. Let &T (g0 ; dg)=& (s)T (g0 ; dg) be the heat kernel measure
on L(G) defined in Definition 4.3. Then, for every f # FC , we have
|
L(G)
f 2 log f 2&T (g0 ; dg)&|
L(G)
f 2&T (g0 ; dg) log |
L(G)
f 2&T (g0 ; dg)

2(eCT&1)
C |L(G) &{f &
2
H*s &T (g0 ; dg),
where &C=&Cs is the lower bound of the Ricci tensor on the loop group
and (eCT&1)C=T when C=0 as usual.
Proof. Suppose f =F b ?P . Let PT=PT (x) denote the heat kernel on
GP associated with qP 2. Note that &T (g0 ; dg) b ?&1P =PT (?P(g0)) by
Lemma 6.2. Then by Lemma 6.3 and Theorem 6.4 we have
&T (g0 ; dg) _f 2 log f
2
&T (g0 ; dg)[ f 2]&=PT (?P(g0)) _F 2 log
F 2
PT (?P(g0))[F 2]&

2(eCT&1)
C
PT (?P(g0))[ |{PF |2]
=
2(eCT&1)
C
&T (g0 ; dg)[&{f &2Hs].
This completes the proof. K
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